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THE POSTS IN SWITZERLAND AND

BERN BEFORE 1675.

In ancient times, postal mes -
senger services were fiscal
institutions created solely
to serve the interests of the
state .

	

In the middle ages,
the contrary occurred . After

Rome's collapse, Europe
disintegrated into a myriad of
small, smaller, and tiniest
political units, fiefs, and
countries that had no real
common interests.

The posts fell under the par -

ticular domains of princes,
religious communities, cor -
porations, and sometimes
cities, etc . all of which, for
themselves only and as need

dictated, maintained messen-
ger services . The thirteen

Continued on p . 127
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old Swiss cantons all employed official runners or messengers, and the merchant
guilds of St .Gallen, Zürich, Schaffhausen, and other cities maintained their
own messengers whom they employed according to their needs, whether to trans-
port documents, letters, or bills of goods . Gradually, more regular service de -
veloped. For example, as early as the end of the fifteenth century, the traders

of St .Gallen employed a line of
messengers reaching to Nueremberg
in Germany . One trip per week was
made, and such a weekly service
was called an "ordinary ." About
1566, this service was extended
to Lyon in France via Zürich, Aa-
rau, Solothurn, Aarberg, Murten/
Morat, Lausanne, and Geneva.
Later Basel, Zürich and

Schaffhausen created their own "ordin -
aries" toward Italy, France and
Germany and entrusted the actual
responsibilities to their respec-
tive postmasters.

Bern, until 1675, contented her-
self with the traditional
official and occasional
messengers, augmenting their number in times of
war . This powerful and proud ci -
ty was not disposed, as were her
neighbors, toward a regular mes-
senger service . Thus the "ordi -

nary" between St .Gallen, Schaffhausen, Zürich and Lyon bypassed Bern, and mail
destined for that city was exchanged or left at Aarberg (near Biel/Bienne).

THE PLAN OF BEAT FISCHER

This state of affairs moved the secretary to the treasurer for the German speak-
ing part of Bern's possessions, the magistrate Beat Fischer, to send an anony -
mous memorandum to the republic's Council of 200 in the autumn of 1674 .

	

In it
he suggested the creation of
a duly organized, specially
privileged postal service,
patterned after that of the
princes of Thurn and Taxis,
in Germany .

	

He asserted,
among other things, that
"among the several sovereign
privileges of a prince or of
a state, one must include
the exclusive right to or -
ganize the services of ordi-
naries and postal messengers:
He maintained further that
"Your Excellencies are per-
fectly within your rights,
by the absolutely indepen -
dent character of your State
under the sole divine au-
thority, to organize postal
services in accordance with
your good will in the lands
under your Dominion . . .Your
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Government has neglected to this day the sovereign right which it possesses over
the posts, and has tolerated its assumption by third parties which have usurped
a considerable gain by this activity at the expense of the Government . . ."

In this memorandum, Beat Fischer was not solely content with stimulating the
self-esteem of his colleagues, the Bernese magistrates . He submitted to them,
with much skill and diplomacy, concrete and strongly attractive proposals and
advised them that someone from among their midst would be interested and able
to perform these services -- meaning of course himself .

	

Among other suggesti -
ons, the memorandum's author offered to guarantee the establishment of regular
postal service to all Bernese territories, promised to transport government mail
free of charge (thus saving the State 3450 crowns hitherto spent annually on of-
ficial messengers) and even vowed to deliver Their Excellencies' foreign news-
papers most expediently.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FISCHER POST
" Their Excellencies" found the proposals reasonable and authorized the upper
chamber to enter into negotiations with the author of the memorandum . Beat
Fischer parleyed through an intermediary, remaining anonymous at first ; but on
July 21, 1675, he personally signed the contract which in essence provided:

a) that Beat Fischer and his associates be granted control of the Republic
of Bern's posts and messengers for a period of 25 years;

b) that no one, whether native or foreigner, would have the right to vio-
late and oppose the contract, or to divert the business to himself;

c) that the State of Bern would furnish the entrepreneurs with 100 meas -
ures of oats for each of the first three years, at no expense;

d) that the entrepreneurs had to promise to organize a semi-weekly postal
exchange with Zürich, Basel, Schaffhausen, and Geneva, etc .:

e) that the entrepreneurs would carry official state mail free of charge.

The deliberations and the negotiations remained secret, and in order to avoid
compromising the realization of the enterprise, Beat Fischer asked the Council
to announce their decision only at the last feasible moment . He thus gained
time to organize the postal service, to open negotiations and

	

to establish
rates and schedules for the new postal routes and offices . This schedule was
submitted the 10th and 20th of September, 1675 to formal town meetings . It
guaranteed:

1) twice-weekly messenger and mail service for:
a) Schaffhausen and Zürich, via Solothurn, Aarau and Lenzburg, with

connections for St .Gallen and Germany;
b) Geneva, via Fribourg, Payerne, Moudon, Lausanne and Morges, with

connections for Lyon;
c) Basel;

2) weekly postal service (an "ordinary") for:
a) Neuchatel ; and
b) Luzern.

Ten days later, the neighboring cantons were informed of the impending reforms,
and also that they would henceforth be prohibited from sending their couriers
across Bernese territory.

Protests were not slow in coming . Neuchâtel, Basel, Fribourg and Schaffhausen
nevertheless accepted the facts and soon profited frein the new, fist postal ser -
vice of the Fischers . Geneva, however, in revenge arrested the Fischer courier
and Beat Fischer himself had to make several representations on the spot, even-
tually obtaining authorization to open a post office there . Relations with
Zürich and St .Gallen, whose couriers for more than a century had enjoyed free ac -
cess to Bernese territory on their route to Lyon, deteriorated rapidly . However,

because of the tenacity and strong personality of Beat Fischer . Zürich and St.
Gallen had to abandon their routes gradually : first the

	

Bern to Geneva segment,
then that between Aarau and Bern, and finally between Baden and Aarau.

To	becontinued
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THE STANDING HELVETIA ISSUE, 1882-1907 ; AN OVERVIEW ; II, By Edmund C.Walton

The easiest perforation to recognize, but at the same time the one producing the
greatest percentage of damaged stamps, is the (coarse) perforation 9h, issued in
1888 and produced in an effort at overcoming complaints that the 11 3/4 perfor-
ation caused stamps to separate too easily . Unfortunately, the cure was worse
than the disease in that the stamps now could hardly be separated without
tearing. The perf. 9h experiment ended after only one year. Due to very small quan -
tities issued, examples of this perforation are comparatively scarce, especially
in mint condition . When they do turn up they tend to be a bit seedy looking, at
least as far as the perforations are concerned . -- Henri Fierz, a philatelist/
businessman in Zürich, realized the significance of this issue, and several
beautiful covers bearing various frankings showing the proper rates and use of
the various denominations (although clearly philatelic) are due to his efforts.

The distinction between the Standing Helvetias perf . 11 3/4 and those perf . 11½
by 12 perhaps is the most difficult task at hand ; but the
little representation from the Zumstein "Specialized" may
demonstrate to the beginning specialist that the two ty -
pes A and E differ in vertical size by up to one milli-
meter, and the gradual variance of these two types' per-
forations becomes very clear when checking the two illus -
trations at right.

It is worth being on the lookout for misperforations, in
which a row of perforations encroaches into the design by at least the depth of
the full perf . Other variations occur through double perforation, and the oc-
casional missing perforation which results from the breakage or the bending of
a perforating pin.

The following list gives all known perforation varieties of this issue.

CONTROL MARK I:
1: A (11 3/4) : 20 ; 25a: bluegr., 25b: yell'gr., 30*, 40 1 , 50 blue, 1Fr. lilac, 3Fr .;
2: B (9h) : 20, 25 green, 40 1 , 50 blue, 1Fr. lilac;
3 : C (11½x11) : 20, 25 green, 30, 40 1 , 50 blue, 	 	 1Fr. lilac ; 3Fr.* (discovered in

1979);
CONTROL MARK ti
4: D (11½x11) : 20, 25 green, 25 blue, 30, 40 1 , 50 blue, 50 green, 1Fr. lilac, 1Fr.

1Fr. carmine, 3Fr .;

1Fr.carmine, 3Fr .;

5:
6 :

carmine,

	

3Fr .;
E

	

(11½x12) :

	

20	 25 blue,
F

	

(11

	

3/4) :

	

40 11 ,

	

3Fr .* ;
30, 40 1 ,	 50 green, 1Fr. lilac,

WATERMARK CROSSES ;

	

WHITE

	

PAPER:
7 : A (11)(11) :

	

20, 	 25 blue1 , 	 25 blueII,

	

30,

	

40 11 , 	 50 green,
8 : B (11

	

3/4) : 	 25 blue II ,

	

40 11 ;

9 : C (11½x12) :

	

20,	 50 green,	 1Fr. carmine,

	

3Fr . ;
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WATERMARK CROSSES ; GRANITE PAPER (WITH COLORED SILK FIBERS):
10: A (11½x12): 20, 25 blueII, 30, 40 11 , 50 green, 1Fr. carmine, 3Fr .*;
11: B (11½x11): 25 bluell, 30, 40' 1 *, 1Fr. carmine*, 3Fr.

NOTE : CAPS refer to Zumstein catalogue numbers . -= very few copies known; rare.

The Scott catalogue does not distinguish between control marks I and II . It also
calls the 11 3/4 perforations "11½ ." As a result Scott mixes and confuses the
above listings to the point of being worthless to a specialist collector of this
issue.

SECURITY MARKS
To foil would-be forgers, the paper used for
the printing of the Standing Helvetia had var -
ious security devices . For the first printing
of 1882, the device used in the

previous, "Sitting Helvetia, perforated" issue was continued.
The stamps thus have a "chubby" Swiss cross en-
closed in a double oval frame, which was

impressed on the back of the stamp paper before
printing . A steel printing plat , consisting of

400 subjects of the mark in relief was used for this purpose .3

	

Properly a -
ligned, each impression would be centered on the back of each stamp of the sub -
sequent, printed design . Occasional misalignment, however, produced impressions
which are bisected by the perforation . It is even possible to have a stamp with
four quarter impressions of the control mark, although such cases are quite
rare .

	

Another variation is the result of the printing being put on the same
side as the security mark.

A new plate was made for use after 1894, with a design of slightly altered di -
mensions and with a " slender" cross which conformed to the accurate and
official representation of the Swiss emblem, with shanks longer than thick. This

"Type II" mark, with a little practice and most often (but not always) is rea -
dily distinguished from the earlier "Type I" (see illustration above) . In dif -
ficult cases a comparator may have to be used .

	

The clarity of the security
mark impressions varies greatly and in some cases is quite difficult to see at
all . The use of a watermark detector fluid such as benzine is helpful, with a
good light and some luck . Often the mark shows up just as the last traces of
fluid evaporate .

	

If in doubt about a " Control Mark," it is usually safe to as -
sume that it is the cheaper one!!

The use of the impressed control mark was discontinued for the 1905 and later
printings . Conventional watermarking consisting of large crosses was employed
in subsequent issues.

PAPER
The paper employed for producing the bulk of this issue
was a soft white paper produced by the Sihl mills (
Zürich) . For the 1907 printing, however, a paper contain -
ing minute fibers colored blue and red, known as "gran -
ite paper," was used . This paper had already found use
for printing the 2c to 15c low values issue of1905, and
some of this paper was used to print a few sheets of
the 20c value before 1907 . (This printing can be dis -
tinguished from the later version by its distinctly
brown-orange shade .) Because the paper was moistened
before printing, such mechanical faults as folds or
creases are found occasionally ; and small variations in
dimensions can occur as well.

3 Armin Hess-Weber, Schema zum Bestimmen der Ausgaben der Ste-
henden Helvetia. (Menziken AG ; author's public ., 1978) 4p.

4 Jacques de Beaumont, "Observations sur les marques de contróle, 'Croix dans une ovale'" (BBZ
No . 10, 1972, p . 141) .
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PRINTERS

Three printing firms were involved in the production of this issue . The firm
that prepared the original steel die and intaglio printing plates (made by
impressing the design on sheet lead, and copper plating on top) was H . Müllhaupt
& Son, Bern . They did the printing from 1882 to 1886 .

	

It was continued by Max
Girardet, also of Bern, from 1886 to 1907 at which time
the contract was canceled by the Postal Administration,
and awarded to Benziger & Co . in Einsiedeln (Schwyz).

This firm concluded the printing
of the Standing Helvetia issue
that same year . When the Girardet
contract was terminated, in 1906/7,
certain dies were retained by that
firm and later used to prepare new
printing plates which were

obtained by a printer in Paris, France.
By means of these plates reprints
of the 25 and 40 cts . revised de-
sign were produced in large quan -
tities and in a great variety of
colors, papers, and freakish con -
ditions.

These Paris productions really
are forgeries and can (but must
not) be confused with proofs and
color trials . The reprints can be

distinguished from proofs by the dimen -
sion of the separation between clichees (except in the case of single examples).

In the reprints the separation is 4 .5 mm while on proofs
it is 5 .5 mm, to allow enough space for perforation.

DIES

New dies were made for the 25c and the 40c values which
are designated Type II . The revised 25c design came in-
to use in 1906, and the 40c . in 1904.

PRINTING DIES AND PLATES

Formation of a collection of the Standing Helvetia issue inevitably leads to an
inquiry into the method of printing, and into the various problems that were
encountered . Because of the great variation in the rendering of the design, it
soon became clear that there were such problems.

Before

	

the Standing Helvetia design was chosen for this issue, a number of es-
says were submitted for consideration . An essay submitted by Müllhaupt shows
the head of "Libertas," but otherwise follows the general layout of the adopted
design (see May's TELL) .

	

Only the 20 and 25c values of that design can be con -
sidered as official essays.5 Those of the 50c and 1Fr . denomination are private
printings and have no status other than being interesting examples of the en -
graver's art of the time.

Die proofs, plate proofs and color trials were made for
the accepted design . These printings have a sharpness and
clarity of line which displays the exquisite artistry and
workmanship of the engraver.

5 Hans H . Stocker, Stehende Helvetia . (Bern: Studio Philatélique,
1967 88 p .
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TAX REFORM ACT AND YOUR HOBBY . REPRODUCED FROM THE PANTOGRAPH, NO. 2/79,
APS Opposes Tax Laws

	

OF THE UNITED POSTAL STATIONERY SOCIETY.
America's oldest and largest philatelic organization, the 45,000 member American Philatelic Society,

is up-in-arms against one of the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, which threatens and burdens
stamp collectors and their heirs . Opposition to the carry-over provision of the act was announced by John
E . Foxworth, Jr ., president of the APS, at the group's 92nd Annual Convention, September 21-24, 1978, in
Indianapolis, Indiana . Details of the APS stand were explained . in the October issue of The American Phila-
telist, the society's monthly publication.

The APS is urging the repeal, modification or postponement of the carry-over psis provision which
states that capital gain tax after the sale of property acquired by inheritance must be based on the ori-
ginal cost of each item . The APS favors retention of the rules in use until the end of 1976, in which
capital gain was based on the fair market value when sold by heirs. "Not only has the Tax Reform Act of
1976 changed the rules in the middle of the ball game, " said Foxworth, " but it also forces heirs of phila-
telic collections into the game without a hall or bat . Where or how can heirs find individual prices for
each item when it was not previously required for the collector to retain such records?"

According to Foxworth, the 1976 law defeats the purpose for which it was intended--to reduce the tax
burden upon small and medium-sized estates and to meet the needs of small business owners and farmers who
wanted to pass their possessions on to their survivors . " Washington's attempts to simplify procedures, "
Foxworth said, have created an administrative nightmare and added to the cost and complexity of handling
the affairs of a decedent . In our opinion, few heirs of stamp collections could possibly meet all of the
carry-over basis provisions without seeking professional tax counsel and incurring enormous expense . "
Foxworth has mailed individual letters to each of the five hundred thirty-five members of Congress and to
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue : a special request was also directed to the chairmen and all members
of the Senate Finance Committee and the House Ways and Means Committee . We request all collectors, to
join us in our fight against the carry-over provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and to help save our
survivors from considerable financial loss," said Foxworth . Collectors are urged to voice their opposi-
tion to the Tax Reform Act of 1976 carry-over provision by writing to their Congressmen and Senators.
Literature to aid in sending letters is available from, Tax Reform, American Philatelic Society, P .O.
Box 800, State College, PA 16801.

Contact Your Congressmen Atout 1976 Tax Reform Act

Now is the time for all PSS membe r to contact their own Representatives and Senators to urge the
repeal, modification or postponement beyond the one year that is currently in effect, of the carry-over
basis provision of the 1976 Tax Reform Act which states that capital gain tax after the sale of property
acquired by inheritance must be based on the original cost of each item . The American Philatelic Society
has undertaken a campaign against implementation of this particular provision of the Act, and a one-year
postponement until December 31, 1979 has been granted . During this year, each of us needs to lend his
support to this very worthy cause by contacting our elected representatives now . This provision could
affect all of us in the future, and now is the time to work against it . The APS has furnished the follow-
ing guidelines for drafting letters to congressmen,

1. After a number of years, or a lifetime of casual collecting without thought of maintaining
records, stamp collectors now are faced with determining cost and establishing the date of
original acquisition of each philatelic item.

2. It is impossible for an heir to develop these records, for only the collector could possibly
know the original cost and date of acquisition and he or she is deceased!

3. To comply with the law, each stamp or cover may require a separate appraisal or evaluation) at
the time of disposition.

The same amount of time is required to calculate the data for a ten-cent item as for a much more
expensive one.

The law enormously complicates the administration of all estates containing collections of many
items.

6. Stamps present a special problem, the estate may contain thousands, or even tens of thousands
of stamps and other philatelic items . Value may be nominal in relations to the number of items
at hand.

7. Stamps are purchased not only as single items, but as parts of sets, collections and accumulations.

8. Stamps routinely are moved from one collection to another within the same ownership.

9. Philately is a hobby of trading, and there is no formal market guide for accurately determining
the value of items.

10. The application of the carry-over provisions is foolish relative to philately ; it constitutes
an unfair burden to stamp collectors.

The APS further advises that letters to your congressmen should be brief and typed on business or
personal stationery . Be sure your name and full return address are on the letterhead and envelope . It
would not be improper to ask the official to state his position in reply to you . As a matter of courtesy,
compliment your Congressman if possible . Do not be negative or threatening . Letters to Senators may be
addressed to " Senator	 , U .S . Senate, Washington, DC 20510," and letters to Representatives should
be addressed " Representative	 , House of Representatives, Washington, DC 20515 ."

e,
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SWITZERLAND : A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS, 2,Serialization, for

TELL, o6 the A .H .P .S . Slide Show (available

MAIL FORWARDED AT BASEL (BASLE)
As early as 1724 France signed a
postal treaty with Basel .

	

It re-
quired all mail coming through
Basel to bear one of two types of
postal marks, reading BASEL or BS
to show the place oforigin. These
marks enabled France to determine
the total amount of postage it
must collect at

	

the destination,
and how much to pay Basel .

	

The
straightline DE BASLE shown here
on a cover of 1750, denoted a let
ter originating in the city or
Canton of Basel . The encircled
"BS" (below), here on a cover of
110, stood for Basel-Switzerland
(Bâle/Suisse) 	 and	 identified	 a	

through APS), by Harlan F . Stone.

letter from other parts of Switzer-
land or other countries.

FISCHER POST COMMEMORATIVE STAMP

In 1675 Beat von Fischer sought and
received from the canton of Bern the
first contract in Switzerland to
operate a state postal service . The
efficient service that he and his
descendants organized and expanded
eventually embraced much of western
Switzerland, and connected it with
France, Germany and Italy by way of

of the major Alpine mountain routes . Later
we will see a letter handled by this organ -
ization . The Fischer Post lasted until 1832,
when Bern took over its own postal activi -
ties . Switzerland commemorated Beat v .Fisch -

er on a stamp released
in 1975 for the 300th
anniversary of the
founding of the
Fischer Post.

HELVETIC REPUBLIC CENT
RAL POST OFFICE COVER

The first centralized
postal system for
Switzerland resulted
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from the occupa-
tion of the count -
ry by Napoleon's
armies in 1798 and
his creation of
the Helvetic Repub -
lic, which lasted
until 1803 . Napo-
leon's
administrators established a
central postal
headquarters ,first
in Lucerne, then in
Bern . This 1800
cover (overleaf)
bears the oval mark
for the Helvetic
Republic's central
post administration
in Bern at top left
and the circular
franchise mark of
the Minister of War

at bottom left, showing that he had free postage privileges as a government of-
ficial.

HELVETIC REPUBLIC EXTRA COURIER COVER

From early 1799 to about mid-1802, the Republic's central postal administration
used special foot messengers to carry urgent official mail from the central to
the cantonal governments outside the hours of the regular delivery schedule . Let -
ters handled by this special delivery service bear the straight-line EXTRA COU -

RIER mark appearing at the top of the above 1799 cover . In the upper left corner
is	 the oval mark for	 the central post bureau when it was in Lucerne .	
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HELVETIC REPUBLIC MILITARY COVER (previous page)
Mail services for the occupying French armies operated independently of the Hel -
vetic Republic's postal administration .

	

Civilians appointed by the postal ad-
ministration staffed

	

the military system as mail couriers .

	

French military
organizations and officers, like Helvetic Republic civilian officials, had fran-
chise marks to indicate free postage rights for their letters.

On the 1799 cover (overleaf) from Zurich is a green postmark for the thirteenth
Division of the Army of the Danube, at upper right, and a fancy red franchise
mark saying "Pay Commissioner-in-Chief, Mathieu Faviers, at lower left.

HELVETIC REPUBLIC FRENCH DEPARTMENT
COVER

Napoleon incorporated parts of Switzer-
land, mainly western and southwestern
areas, into France's departmental or -
ganization before, during and after the
Helvetic Republic . Swiss towns in these
French departments used postmarks that,
included the numbers of the departments.
Biel/Bienne was in department 66, Dele -
mont first in 87, then also in 66, the
Valais was department 127, etc .

	

Shown
here is a cover of 1808, from Geneve,
then a part of the Departement du Le-
man, which was No .99.

SWISS - FRENCH TREATY MAIL, 1803 - 1818

When Napoleon restored the Swiss Confederation in 1803, the cantons re-estab -
lished their own postal systems, and France opened several exchange offices to
handle mail coming from or through the different cantons . From 1803 to 1818,
France continued to require that all mail from Switzerland indicate a p lace of
origin, so French postal
officials could compute
the amount(s) of postage
due each country.

The postal marks onthis
1816 letter show that it
came from SOLEURE (Solo -
thurn) in northwestern
Switzerland, passed
through the French ex-
change office at Ferney
near Geneva on its way
to Lyon in southern Fran'
ce, and cost a total of
seven (7) decimes . The
cover does not indicate
how much of this sum
went toSwìtzerland, however.

To be continued.
Next time : cantonal posts .
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THE PRESIDENT SPEAKS

	

(BOB ZEIGLER)

The Editor, Felix Ganz, sent me the results of part of the
questionnaire sent out with the March TELL; these results dealt with chapter form-
ation and possible improvements in AHPS.

Generally, a very high level of satisfaction with AHPS and TELL was
evident in these responses . Though there was no explicit question asking
for members' general opinion of the Society or TELL, about 25% of the re-
sponses I examined made it a point to compliment the Society or TELL and
its Editor . No responses I saw were really unhappy.

Many people expressed interest in forming an AHPS chapter in their
area . Unfortunately, the great size of the United States and Canada means
that our members are so dispersed that chapters are possible only in a few
metropolitan areas . The most promising areas for new chapters are San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, and possibly Washington/Baltimore, New
York City, and the Tampa/Clearwater/Orlando area of Florida . This is not
an exhaustive list ; it merely represents the highest concentration of mem-
bers in relatively compact geographical areas . Anyone who wants to organ-
ize a chapter should contact me for further information.

Members made a number of worthwhile suggestions for improving AHPS.
One member suggested that private insurance on sales circuits could reduce
high postal insurance rates . We are checking this out, though I suspect
our operation is too small to achieve economies of scale through a private
policy . Several members suggested improving the quality of TELL to make it
glossy like SBZ or the American Philatelist . Again, our problem here is
size . A very sizable dues increase is required to implement such a change.
One of our more competitive members suggests that the new "My Favorite
Cover" feature be turned into a contest, with a prize (free dues?) awarded to
the best cover featured each year . Another suggestion was that AHPS pro-
duce small inexpensive buttons with the AHPS logo to aid members in recog-
nizing each other at stamp shows . Another idea was that AHPS ought to spon-
sor reprints of some of the out-of-print classics of Swiss philately, such
as the Winkler pre-stamp handbook or the Zumstein 1924 handbook, provided
that permission could be obtained . Perhaps a Society expertization service
is a possibility.

A number of members suggested that TELL should include more articles
for the beginner or intermediate collector, explaining the basic "how-to's"
of Swiss philately . This triggered an idea in my own mind : why not publish
our own Handbook for Beginning Swiss Philatelists?? We could explain such
perennial topics as papers, watermarks, grilled gum, the availability and
use of various catalogs and reference works, forgeries, techniques for
spotting varieties, and many others . A pamphlet of 50-100 pages of this
sort would be a very efficient way to get people efficiently past the be-
ginner stage, and if well-done would not soon be outdated . I would like
to edit it or write it if enough people feel it's worthwhile.

Please feel free to react to any of the matters discussed above, or to
make new suggestions . The officers of AHPS will be working on possible im-
plementation of some of the suggestions already made, and are always happy
to hear new ideas .
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NEWS, BRIEFS, VARIA AND TRIVIA FROM THE EDITOR PRO-TEM ' S BINS

The Swiss PTT occasionally sends out to interested parties a list of things av -
ailable at the various philatelic offices . List 15/79 (which you can request
from the Philatelic Office in Bern) offers : the new Pro Patria stamps ; the 1979
Europas ; Portraits V, 1979 ; Publicity l, 1979 ; Pro Juventute 1978 (to go off
sale on 6-30-79) ; Wetli Landscape regulars (1973), available ONLY in complete
sets ; high value Evangelists (1961) ; Architectural Monuments III, 1968 : only
the 3 .50 Fr . value remains ; 20, 30, 40 cts . tête-bêche sheets of the 1968 Mon -
uments series, in full sheets of 80 only ; Folk Customs issue (1978) complete,
plus 40 cts . value on different paper ; booklet of this set (1979) ; regular
"middle values" of 1973-75 : 1 .10, 1 .20, 1 .50, 1 .70, 1 .80, 2 .50 values in origi -
nal form (NOTE that the 1 .30 value is off sale), and 1Fr . and 2Fr . on new paper;
Numeral Coils, small size, of 1970 : 10, 20, 50, in strips of 5 and in complete
sets ONLY ; folder with all issues of 1978, incl . Lemanex sheet, for SFr . 20 .;
40 cts . postal card and 2Fr . postal card booklet ; 4 sets of cards with pictures
of cantonal messengers, early telecommunication machinery, mail coaches, or
classic rarities, at 3Fr . each -- NO STAMPS on these cards ; K-cancel catalogue.
A special list, 2/77, lists all available Geneva and other international agen -
cies' service stamps (of which there are oodles).

The Swiss Postal Stationery Society's Bulletin advises that the first Liechten -
stein PERFIN, long thought not to exist, has been ascertained . It bearsa "B&C/
E" design similar to the one used by the Benziger firm in Einsiedeln, and was
found on a 1930 5 Rp . stamp (Zumstein #85).

Speaking of perfins : the editor of the Switzerland 	 Perfin	 Catalogue, David Stump,
has forwarded to your editor a number of copies, complete, but with a few pages '
illustrations somewhat streaked, though perfectly usable . Two of these catalogs
will be entered in an A .H .P .S .auction . The proceeds of one will go to the AHPS
treasury . The other copies will go to Switzerland where there is much demand.

UN-Geneva issued sheetlets of 20 for its two values commemorating the "Year of
the Child" theme, and of course there was the same rush as for the sheetlets of
three years ago, commemorating the 25 years of UNPA . The two Swiss values are of
0 .80 and 1 .10 Fr . denomination, and first day postmark was on May 4.

A PTT-Mobil, or rather twelve such vans, 1 with Romansh, 1 with Italian, 3 with
French, and the rest with German cancelers reading "PTT-MOBIL ; Year of the Child"
will circulate from schoolyard to schoolyard between April 30 and September 29,
to spread the idea of this international commemoration among the school child -
ren of Switzerland . ONLY CHILDREN (in classes) can visit these PTT-Mobiles, and
the kids will also be permitted to cancel philatelic souvenirs themselves! Sub-
scribers to the PTT's cancellations new issues service will receive the 4 marks.

Latest information on the Canton du Jura : A border change is in themaking. Jura
will give up German speaking Ederswiler to Bern's Laufen District, but acquire
instead separatist hotbed community Vellerat near Moutier . Only hangup : will
there have to be a federal referendum on this? At present, no one seems to know.

Recent special cancellations were used at Basel 30 Airport, on 4-28-79 for the
opening of the long runway commemorated on the current 80cts . publicity stamp;
for the annual Basel Industries Fair (4-21 to 5-1) ; the National Youth Stamp
Show in Baden AG (4-20 to 22) ; the LOISIRAMA exhibition in Geneva (3-30 to 4-8);
in Matzingen, from 3-16 to the end of the year, commemorating 1200 years of ex -
istence ; Meteorological World Congress Geneva (4-30 to 5-26) ; Day of Aerophil -
ately

	

Chur (4-28), and Löhningen SH (5-3 to end of year ; also 1200 years old).
Automobile offices with special cachets stood at BEA Show in Bern (5-5 to 15);
Romanshorn (5-15 ; 1200 year celebration) ; Spring Festival Zürich (Sechseläuten;
4-28/29) ; and PHILABU, Buchs SG (4-28/29) . Also International Health Meeting in
Geneva (annual) had a special pictorial cds in use from 5-7 to 25) . Never a
dull moment for cancellation addicts!
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On the occasion of the official Day of Sover-
eignty of the new Canton du Jura, May 11,1979,
the surprise 40 cts . stamp, issued last fall af-
ter the popular vote authorizing the new canton,
suddenly made a reappearance at all philatelic
offices, from mid-April to May 11 . It was also available in Delémont, capital of
the new canton, and at the special automobile office stationed there on that day.
The special cancellation used repeats the new canton's coat of arms.

INTER-COVER (owned by an APS/UPSS member) is conducting several cover and postal
stationery auctions this year . On September 6 the sale with Swiss/Liechtenstein
(and many other areas) items is taking place . If interested, send Sl, specifying
" Auction 6," to inter-Cover, Postbox 579, 4900 An Oosterhout, The Netherlands.

The first replies, in form of suggestions, for an AHPS pin/lapel/badge and for a
letter head, or for an all-purpose logo, are coming in now . All of these will be
forwarded to our president who then may make a preliminary decision together
with the elected board members/officers and after that present the "finalists "
in the September or October TELL, for a popular vote .

	

A discussion on this mat-
ter may also take place at SEPAD . At any rate : if you yourself have ideas on
such graphic/artistic matters, then please send in your suggestions no later
than July 5, 1979 -- either to our president, or to the editor pro-tem .

	

Thanks.

For the super-discriminating specialist : there are THREE different types of
booklet panes garnerable from new 5 Fr . booklets issued January 5 : those with
selvage completely blank at left, those with crosses all over the selvage, and



Dear Members,
If stampless covers or military material is your specialty, some

of these lots are guaranteed to please . I tried to break them down into
small logical units so that no unwanted material would have to be

purchased in order to get the lot you want.
Please hold off sending any auction lots to me until after the

summer, as for the time being I am booked solid. The best thing is to
send me a brief description of what you have to offer and I will get my
reply to you by return mail.

Beat of luck to all in Auction #36 . The closing date will be
July 20, 1979.

For this auction 1 Sfr = .60¢ U .S .
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those (rarest, only twice per sheet of 80 stamps, or 20 booklet panes) with the
selvage crosses interrupted by a blank space in the middle (where on a complete
sheet the plate number, 1 or 2, would be).

Harlan Stone, our vice-president, was named to the board of directors of the
Postal History Society, to fill an unexpired term for the rest of this current
year .

	

After that -- who knows??

A .H .P .S . life member, Ernie Kehr, received a very special honor . President
Pertini of Italy presented him with a half million prize (Italian lira!) for his
winning article on the Instituto Poligrafico, in a special ceremony in Rome . We
salute the winner, "con ardore ."

So far, the following Swiss exhibits have been accepted at SEPAD : soldiers is-
sues, printed-to-private-order envelopes and cards, Strubel stamps, airmail
flights of the 1920/30s, postage dues, Helvetic Republic . What else, PLEASE?

Those who have not had enough on Swiss traveling post offices in TELL, may get
more of the same in a continuing series, by Anthony Goodbody, in the Mobile
Post Office Society's bulletin . At least 3 instalments have appeared so far.

Switzerland took the first formal step towards membership in the United Nations
-- a step this neutral nation had resisted for more than thirty years! The seven
federal councillors (the Swiss Cabinet) requested the Swiss Foreign Ministry to
prepare a report for Parliament formally recommending that Switzerland enter
the United Nations, and setting out the implications of procedures involved.
The preparation of the report is expected to take 12 to 15 months, and the Cabi -
net plans to then submit a proposal to the Swiss Parliament before 1983 .

	

(SAR)

Ed Chalfant, A .H .P .S . dealer/member, commented in his April bulletin on grilled
and regular gum . TELL has an article promised on that subject by member Engman,
but in the meantime, and if you are interested, you can request the April bul -
letin from Riviera Stamps (address in TELL's advertising section).

A .H .P .S . member Frank McAlonan questioned the price of a Basel Dove mentioned
in Walter Abt's article on fakes/reprint/expertization in Linn's 1978 "Swiss"
issue of last December . Mr . Abt stated that a Basel Dove back in the 1890s sold
for $150, but McA . quoted a Scott catalogue where the Basel Dove listed at $35.
mint and $30 . used in 1895 . We suspect that a printers devil changed the SFr.
into a $ sign ; but even so the PTT Library in Bern was addressed with the ques -
tion . Back came xeroxes of 1895 catalogues . . .and what nostalgia, incredulity,
and tears over why so few collectors bothered acquiring these rarities then.
The German Senf catalogue lists a Basel Dove at DMk . 170. and 140 ., then $42 .50

and $35 . The Stanley-Gibbons gives prices of 8 and 6 Pounds, or $40 . and 30.
Prices in Switzerland came from auction lists of that same year of items really
sold ; and a mint Dove brought SFr .150 ., a used one 130 . and one on cover, 175 .,
or $30 ., 26 . and 35 .

	

Thus about $25 . to 30 . DID buy a Basel Dove then . . . at a
time when a pound of ground beef sold for 7 or 8¢ .

	

-- Who produced the printers
devil will never be known . Sorry.
To continue a bit along these lines : in 1895 a Dollar was worth five Swiss Frs .,

and today it equals about SFr . 1 .70 .

	

But as late as 1957 a Basel Dove had a
list price of only $427 .50 (and a NABA souvenir sheet was $12) . WHY DIDN'T YOU
BUY THEN? Well, that was a month's wages! -- And finally, Henry Fisher sent an
1868 Scott, with the price for a Basel Dove given as $0 .75 . 75 CENTS!!! GRRRRR.

Both "philatelica " and SBZ have started "varieties " columns . It seems that all
varieties and plate flaws are ever increasing in interest to many Swiss col-
lectors . And BBZ is starting a "My Favorite Cover" column! Nothing new no mo'.

Watch our advertisers' materials . There have been several new names of late,
and the added advertising revenue has permitted two "fatter" issues of TELL.
But without orders forthcoming, our advertisers will turn up their noses at us!
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SPEED -- THEN AND NOW, By Walter Reimann, A .H .P.S.
A friend of mine, who works in mid-town Manhattan in New York City, complained
the other day that it took three days for a letter to reach him from the Wall
Street area in downtown Manhattan and said he could not help wondering just how
much worse (or better)
the postal service might
have been, say, a hund -
red years ago . 1 told
him l did not have any
old U .S . letters, but had
a number of old letters
and covers from Switzer-
land which might prove
something.
One of the first ones l
ran across, when looking
through them later on,
does seem to prove some-
thing . It shows, by way of the circular date stamps, that:

on November 8, 1858, it was mailed in Lausanne;
on November 9 it crossed the French border at Pontarlier;
on November 9 it was on its way from Paris to Calais;
on November 10 it was in London;
on November 11 it arrived at its destination in Brigg, Lin -
colnshire . [Brigg, in northernmost Lincolnshire, is about
150 miles north of London .]
Three days from one part of New York City to another in 1979,
as against three days from Switzerland to central England in
1858 -- yes, it does seem to tell us something!

SOUVENIR SHEET TOPOLOGY . By W . M . Watson, A .H .P .S.
Last year's Lemanex souvenir sheets prompted Dr . Ganz to speculate that the
PTT could be kept afloat on the pocketbooks of se-tenant collectors alone . He

suggested the truly thorough collector would have 23 com -
binations to worry about

	

This reader has wondered why
custom stops at linear and block combinations . Why not
the non-linear combinations, too?
Finally l sat down to calculate how many combinations of
contiguous stamps are possible from the Lemanex sheet.
The answer to this topological brain teaser seems to be
69! Apparently, the would-be owner of a truly complete se-tenant collection
will have to purchase 49 souvenir sheets . That is 245 SFrs . worth,

superthorough, serious collectors!
The situation could be worse . The U .S . Capex souvenir sheet, which also con -

tained 8 different stamps (but arranged as a 2 by 4 block on adjacent sheets)
should profit our own USPS even more handsomely . There appear to be 86 linear,

block, and non-linear combinations! I am still working on how many plates of
six sheets are needed there . . . .
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INDEX TO 1977 TELL (VOLUME III), By R . T . Hall, A.H.P.S .
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The Subject Index will follow in the July/August issue of TELL

NEW ISSUES BACKGROUND -- LIECHTENSTEIN ; SEE ILLUSTRATIONS IN ADVERTISEMENT

The STAINED GLASS WINDOWS issue shows treasures from the National Museum in
Vaduz, acquired a few years ago because they relate directly to Liechtenstein.
The coats of arms shown are those of Count Karl Ludwig v . Sulz (1560 - 1617),
Lord of Vaduz, Schellenberg and Blumenegg (the latter in Austrian Vorarlberg)
on the 40 Rp . value ; of Countess Barbara v . Staufen, wife of Count Rudolf v.
Sulz and sister-in-law of Count Karl Ludwig, on the 70 Rp . value -- both cre -

ated in 1604 by Wolfgang Breny of Rapperswil (on Lake Zürich) -- and of Noble

(knight) Ulrich v . Ramschwag, Lord of Gutenberg, and his wife, Countess Barba -

ra v . Hallwil (Fr . 1 .10), crafted in 1630 by Jeronymus Spengler, of Constance
(and formerly of St . Gallen).

The other set of three commemorates the 50th anniversary of theIntl. Consulting
Committee for Radio Communications (0 .50) ; Liechtenstein ' s joining the Council

of Europe (0 .80) ; and the Liechtenstein Development Aid Fund (Fr . 1 .)
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THE GREAT (?) "TELL" QUESTIONNAIRE OF MARCH 1979 ; II
A few more readers ' opinions trickled in since the first report last month, to
boost the total reports to well over 100, but without changing results very much.

There were plenty of compliments, by the way, but also a few disturbing comments
such as : "Are there really still collectors who stick one stamp of each kind in-
to a book and call that a collection? Yech ." Or: "Postmarks are the thing that
ruins a good stamp " ; or " . .tell those never-hinged, gum on front and back weirdos
to go and stuff it ; used stamps are the ONLY way to collect Switzerland" ; or
"Are all Swiss Collectors ',nobs?" I guess the answer to all this simple : there
will always be as many opinions as there are people : But if enough A .H.P .S . mem-
bers cooperate we can have a better A .H .P .S . and a better TELL .

	

Felix Ganz .



















Felix Ganz, Editor pro-tern
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